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ASSA ABLOY in brief

- 300 operations in more than 70 countries
- Authorized distribution covering the world
- About 41,000 employees
- 7.6 billion in sales
- Americas HQ in New Haven, CT
What we make

Doors, Frames & Perimeter Security

Baron
Steel Doors & Frames

Fleming
Door Products

FRAMEWORKS

Ceco Door

CURRIES

AMERISTAR

Graham
Wood Doors

Maiman
Fine Architectural Doors

Security Metal Products

hes

SECURITRON

ALARM CONTROLS

Adams Rite

EMTEK

Schaub

The global leader in door opening solutions
What we make

- Strikes
- Maglocks
- Aluminum Door Hardware and Accessories

The global leader in door opening solutions
What we make

Locks and Hardware, Accessories and Door Controls

The global leader in door opening solutions
What we make

High Security Key Systems

The global leader in door opening solutions
What we make

Residential Hardware and Decorative Trim

Yale
SARGENT
Corbin Russwin
McKinney
ROCKWOOD
PEMKO
Markar
RIXSON
Norton
TESA
POLI
LA-ONTE
PHILLIPS
ASSA
MUL-T-LOCK
ABLOY
ARROW
medeco
High Security Locks
EMTEK
Yale
Schaub

The global leader in door opening solutions
ASSA ABLOY sustainable solutions

Forest Stewardship Council (FSC) Certified Wood Doors

Power Over Ethernet Lock

Green Solutions Award

The global leader in door opening solutions
ASSA ABLOY sustainable solutions

EcoFlex
Sustainable Electrified Lock

97% Reduction in energy use!

EcoPower
Sustainable Power Supply

SECURITRON EcoPower™
Highly Efficient, Full Featured Access Control Power Supply in a 4” Cube
ASSA ABLOY sustainable solutions

Wood Door with Agrifiber Core

Energy Efficient & Sound Control Steel Doors

The global leader in door opening solutions
We protect people, places & the planet
...EPDs & HPDs are here
The goal – certified product labeling

45 EPDs
24 HPDs
The Age of Transparency is Here